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																					[image: At twilight, the backyard of this beautifully designed home becomes a canvas for nature's gentle transitions and human ingenuity. As the skies weave a tapestry of deepening purples and blues, delicate fairy lights spring to life, crisscrossing the space in soft, glimmering trails. They hang like will-o'-the-wisps, transforming the yard into an enchanted realm. Each tiny bulb casts a soft glow, playing off the home's elegant design and the shadowy silhouettes of plants and furniture. It's a scene that whispers of tranquil summer evenings, of laughter and stories shared under a canopy of stars and lights. ✨🌌🏡  Dave Koch here! Isn't it astonishing how something as simple as fairy lights can bring an ethereal quality to a space? The interplay between natural twilight and artificial luminance creates moments that linger long in memories. Do you have a space that showcases a dance between light and shadow? Connect with me at images@commercialphotographyutah.com, and let's encapsulate that magic together.  Photo by and copyright @R\E Media. Please only repost with written permission. Thank you. ...  #TwilightTales #FairyLightFantasy #EnchantedEvenings #DuskDreams #BackyardBliss #HomeHarmony #NighttimeNest #UtahStyle #REMediaPhotos #GlimmeringGardens #StarrySpaces #LuminousLandscapes #EveningElegance #DreamyDwellings #LitLandscape]
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												At twilight, the backyard of this beautifully designed home becomes a canvas for nature's gentle transitions and human ingenuity. As the skies weave a tapestry of deepening purples and blues, delicate fairy lights spring to life, crisscrossing the space in soft, glimmering trails. They hang like will-o'-the-wisps, transforming the yard into an enchanted realm. Each tiny bulb casts a soft glow, playing off the home's elegant design and the shadowy silhouettes of plants and furniture. It's a scene that whispers of tranquil summer evenings, of laughter and stories shared under a canopy of stars and lights. ✨🌌🏡

Dave Koch here! Isn't it astonishing how something as simple as fairy lights can bring an ethereal quality to a space? The interplay between natural twilight and artificial luminance creates moments that linger long in memories. Do you have a space that showcases a dance between light and shadow? Connect with me at images@commercialphotographyutah.com, and let's encapsulate that magic together.

Photo by and copyright @R\E Media. Please only repost with written permission. Thank you.
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																					[image: Step into serenity through the front entry of this cabin, where raw wood stairs meet pristine white walls. Bathed in sunlight, the golden hues of the wood glow, a testament to the exquisite craftsmanship that defines this retreat. It's a bright and clean welcome, showcasing our reliable commitment to showcasing homes in their best light. At R/E Media, we're passionate about capturing the artistic interplay between natural materials and design, reflecting a refined lifestyle in harmony with nature. Let this image be your invitation to explore a space where innovation meets tradition.  Photo by and copyright @R/E Media. 📸 Please only repost with written permission. Thank you.  #CabinLife #WoodenStairs #SunlitEntry #ArtisticInteriors #InnovativeDesign #ReliableRealEstatePhotography #PassionatePhotographers #CollaborativeCreativity #ExquisiteCraftsmanship #PristineInteriors #SuperiorQuality #RefinedLiving #MaverikInDesign #REPhotoUtah #UtahMLS #ArchitecturePhotography #CommercialPhotography #UtahRealEstate #CabinAesthetics #REMedia ]
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												Step into serenity through the front entry of this cabin, where raw wood stairs meet pristine white walls. Bathed in sunlight, the golden hues of the wood glow, a testament to the exquisite craftsmanship that defines this retreat. It's a bright and clean welcome, showcasing our reliable commitment to showcasing homes in their best light. At R/E Media, we're passionate about capturing the artistic interplay between natural materials and design, reflecting a refined lifestyle in harmony with nature. Let this image be your invitation to explore a space where innovation meets tradition.

Photo by and copyright @R/E Media. 📸 Please only repost with written permission. Thank you.
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																					[image: This panoramic image of the downtown area at dawn is not just a stunning visual capture; it also marks a significant advancement in our photography capabilities at R/E Media. Taken as a test of our newly acquired drone, this image showcases the enhanced quality we now offer in aerial photography. The drone's highly sensitive sensor allows for far superior image capture, particularly in the intricate lighting conditions of dawn. The result is a breathtaking view of the city as it awakens, with every detail crisply and beautifully rendered. This technological upgrade underscores our commitment to providing the highest quality and most innovative photographic services, ensuring that every aerial shot we take is not just a picture, but a masterpiece of detail and perspective.  Photo by and copyright @R/E Media. 📸 Please only repost with written permission. Thank you.  #DowntownAtDawn #DronePhotography #AdvancedImaging #REPhotoUtah #UtahMLS #ArchitecturePhotography #CommercialPhotography #UtahRealEstate #PanoramicViews #ArtisticPropertyShowcase #InnovativePhotography #SensitiveSensors #ReliableRealEstateMedia #Cityscapes #UtahRealtors #MorningLight #REMedia #QualityAerials #EnhancedPhotography #CapturingTheCity #PhotographicExcellence]
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												This panoramic image of the downtown area at dawn is not just a stunning visual capture; it also marks a significant advancement in our photography capabilities at R/E Media. Taken as a test of our newly acquired drone, this image showcases the enhanced quality we now offer in aerial photography. The drone's highly sensitive sensor allows for far superior image capture, particularly in the intricate lighting conditions of dawn. The result is a breathtaking view of the city as it awakens, with every detail crisply and beautifully rendered. This technological upgrade underscores our commitment to providing the highest quality and most innovative photographic services, ensuring that every aerial shot we take is not just a picture, but a masterpiece of detail and perspective.

Photo by and copyright @R/E Media. 📸 Please only repost with written permission. Thank you.
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																					[image: Who can resist the allure of Paris, even amidst the time change? Here's a fantastic shot from Paris Charles De Gaulle airport, where the excitement of this great city awaits! ✨ Embrace the artistry of photography that captures the essence of travel, adventure, and the cultural charm that Paris holds. Step into a world of seamless connections and global experiences, where every journey is an opportunity to create lasting memories. Let's continue our love affair with Paris and share its magic through our images. 🌟   Hi, I'm Dave! A photographer who cherishes every moment in the beautiful city of Paris. Together, let's embark on a photographic journey that celebrates the spirit of travel and the timeless allure of this captivating city. Reach out at images@commercialphotographyutah.com, and let's continue capturing unforgettable memories!  Photo by and copyright @R\E Media. 📸 Please only repost with written permission. Thank you. ... #ParisAirport #TravelAdventure #CulturalCharm #GlobalExperiences #SeamlessConnections #MemorableJourneys #CapturingMoments #LoveForParis #UtahStyle #REMediaPhotos #CommercialPhotography #BusinessPhotographer #BuildingPhotography #ProductPhotography #LifestyleImages #BrandPhotography #ProfessionalPhotographe]
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												Who can resist the allure of Paris, even amidst the time change? Here's a fantastic shot from Paris Charles De Gaulle airport, where the excitement of this great city awaits! ✨ Embrace the artistry of photography that captures the essence of travel, adventure, and the cultural charm that Paris holds. Step into a world of seamless connections and global experiences, where every journey is an opportunity to create lasting memories. Let's continue our love affair with Paris and share its magic through our images. 🌟 

Hi, I'm Dave! A photographer who cherishes every moment in the beautiful city of Paris. Together, let's embark on a photographic journey that celebrates the spirit of travel and the timeless allure of this captivating city. Reach out at images@commercialphotographyutah.com, and let's continue capturing unforgettable memories!
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																					[image: Outdoor living is indeed a quintessential part of Utah life, and this image perfectly encapsulates that lifestyle. Here, we see a backyard patio that seamlessly blends comfort and functionality. It includes a dining area ideal for al fresco meals, a quality BBQ set for those perfect grilling sessions, and a hot tub inviting relaxation under the stars. At R/E Media, our photography aims to highlight these spaces where life’s simple pleasures come together. This picture isn’t just about showcasing property features; it’s about inviting viewers to imagine the joy and tranquility of outdoor living in Utah. Dive into this scene, where every element is thoughtfully arranged for enjoyment and leisure.  Photo by and copyright @R/E Media. 📸 Please only repost with written permission. Thank you.  #OutdoorLivingUtah #BackyardPatio #AlFrescoDining #QualityBBQ #HotTubFun #REPhotoUtah #UtahMLS #ArchitecturePhotography #CommercialPhotography #UtahRealEstate #PatioLifestyle #ArtisticPropertyShowcase #InnovativePhotography #RelaxingOutdoors #ReliableRealEstateMedia #EnjoyTheOutdoors #UtahRealtors #BackyardBliss #REMedia #JumpInRelaxation #UtahBackyards]
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												Outdoor living is indeed a quintessential part of Utah life, and this image perfectly encapsulates that lifestyle. Here, we see a backyard patio that seamlessly blends comfort and functionality. It includes a dining area ideal for al fresco meals, a quality BBQ set for those perfect grilling sessions, and a hot tub inviting relaxation under the stars. At R/E Media, our photography aims to highlight these spaces where life’s simple pleasures come together. This picture isn’t just about showcasing property features; it’s about inviting viewers to imagine the joy and tranquility of outdoor living in Utah. Dive into this scene, where every element is thoughtfully arranged for enjoyment and leisure.

Photo by and copyright @R/E Media. 📸 Please only repost with written permission. Thank you.
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																					[image: Celebrating the grandeur of the convention center at our downtown hotel! 🏨🌆 This image captures the sprawling public areas of our large convention center, where elegance and functionality converge. With its impressive architecture and spacious design, the center becomes a hub for gatherings and events of all scales. Step into a world of seamless organization and unforgettable experiences. 🌟  Hi, I'm Dave! A photographer who delights in showcasing the magnificence of convention centers that host incredible events. Together, let's celebrate the grandeur of our downtown hotel's convention center, where every detail ensures unforgettable moments for all who step inside. Reach out at images@commercialphotographyutah.com, and let's capture the essence of your exceptional event spaces!  Photo by and copyright @R\E Media. 📸 Please only repost with written permission. Thank you. ... #ConventionCenter #DowntownHotel #PublicAreas #ElegantArchitecture #SpaciousDesign #EventHub #GatheringSpace #SeamlessOrganization #UnforgettableExperiences #UtahStyle #REMediaPhotos #HotelPhotography #HospitalityPhotographer #LuxuryHotel #ResortPhotography #HotelInteriors #TravelPhotographer #HospitalityDesign]
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												Celebrating the grandeur of the convention center at our downtown hotel! 🏨🌆 This image captures the sprawling public areas of our large convention center, where elegance and functionality converge. With its impressive architecture and spacious design, the center becomes a hub for gatherings and events of all scales. Step into a world of seamless organization and unforgettable experiences. 🌟 
Hi, I'm Dave! A photographer who delights in showcasing the magnificence of convention centers that host incredible events. Together, let's celebrate the grandeur of our downtown hotel's convention center, where every detail ensures unforgettable moments for all who step inside. Reach out at images@commercialphotographyutah.com, and let's capture the essence of your exceptional event spaces!
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																					[image: This Mediterranean home in Holladay breaks away from the typical architectural style found in Salt Lake City. Captured beautifully in this image, its distinct features, such as the clay roof tiles and the deep blue pool, make it a standout property. At R/E Media, we take pride in showcasing such unique homes, highlighting their individuality and appeal. The Mediterranean style exudes a sense of warmth and exotic charm, and the inclusion of a vibrant pool adds to the allure, creating an oasis-like feel. Our photography aims to capture not just the physical beauty of these homes but also the lifestyle they represent – one of elegance, relaxation, and distinctiveness in a sea of uniformity.  Photo by and copyright @R/E Media. 📸 Please only repost with written permission. Thank you.  #MediterraneanHome #HolladayUtah #ClayRoofTiles #DeepBluePool #REPhotoUtah #UtahMLS #ArchitecturePhotography #CommercialPhotography #UtahRealEstate #StandoutProperty #ArtisticPropertyShowcase #InnovativePhotography #ExoticCharm #ReliableRealEstateMedia #UniqueHomes #UtahRealtors #WarmthAndElegance #REMedia #OasisLikeLiving #DistinctiveDesigns]
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												This Mediterranean home in Holladay breaks away from the typical architectural style found in Salt Lake City. Captured beautifully in this image, its distinct features, such as the clay roof tiles and the deep blue pool, make it a standout property. At R/E Media, we take pride in showcasing such unique homes, highlighting their individuality and appeal. The Mediterranean style exudes a sense of warmth and exotic charm, and the inclusion of a vibrant pool adds to the allure, creating an oasis-like feel. Our photography aims to capture not just the physical beauty of these homes but also the lifestyle they represent – one of elegance, relaxation, and distinctiveness in a sea of uniformity.
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																					[image: This aerial shot of the Delta Center in downtown Salt Lake City, captured during an in-depth shoot, showcases a local icon from an extraordinary perspective. As the home of the Utah Jazz, the Delta Center holds a special place in the hearts of many, and having the opportunity to photograph it was an honor. This image is a testament to the capabilities and expertise of R/E Media. Our ability to capture such significant structures from unique angles highlights not just our technical skills but also our passion for immortalizing local landmarks. The aerial view adds a dynamic dimension to the image, offering a comprehensive look at this renowned arena and its surroundings, a tribute to its significance in the community and the world of sports.  Photo by and copyright @R/E Media. 📸 Please only repost with written permission. Thank you.  #DeltaCenterAerial #DowntownSaltLake #UtahJazzHome #IconicShoot #REPhotoUtah #UtahMLS #ArchitecturePhotography #CommercialPhotography #UtahRealEstate #LocalIconPhotography #ArtisticPropertyShowcase #InnovativePhotography #SportsArena #ReliableRealEstateMedia #AerialPhotographyExcellence #UtahRealtors #LandmarkPhotography #REMedia #CapturingTheEssence #CommunityLandmarks]
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												This aerial shot of the Delta Center in downtown Salt Lake City, captured during an in-depth shoot, showcases a local icon from an extraordinary perspective. As the home of the Utah Jazz, the Delta Center holds a special place in the hearts of many, and having the opportunity to photograph it was an honor. This image is a testament to the capabilities and expertise of R/E Media. Our ability to capture such significant structures from unique angles highlights not just our technical skills but also our passion for immortalizing local landmarks. The aerial view adds a dynamic dimension to the image, offering a comprehensive look at this renowned arena and its surroundings, a tribute to its significance in the community and the world of sports.
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		Let's Create Something Special For You


		Ready to get the ball rolling? Click here and get on our schedule, and see what we can do for you!
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																					[image: At twilight, the backyard of this beautifully designed home becomes a canvas for nature's gentle transitions and human ingenuity. As the skies weave a tapestry of deepening purples and blues, delicate fairy lights spring to life, crisscrossing the space in soft, glimmering trails. They hang like will-o'-the-wisps, transforming the yard into an enchanted realm. Each tiny bulb casts a soft glow, playing off the home's elegant design and the shadowy silhouettes of plants and furniture. It's a scene that whispers of tranquil summer evenings, of laughter and stories shared under a canopy of stars and lights. ✨🌌🏡  Dave Koch here! Isn't it astonishing how something as simple as fairy lights can bring an ethereal quality to a space? The interplay between natural twilight and artificial luminance creates moments that linger long in memories. Do you have a space that showcases a dance between light and shadow? Connect with me at images@commercialphotographyutah.com, and let's encapsulate that magic together.  Photo by and copyright @R\E Media. Please only repost with written permission. Thank you. ...  #TwilightTales #FairyLightFantasy #EnchantedEvenings #DuskDreams #BackyardBliss #HomeHarmony #NighttimeNest #UtahStyle #REMediaPhotos #GlimmeringGardens #StarrySpaces #LuminousLandscapes #EveningElegance #DreamyDwellings #LitLandscape]
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Dave Koch here! Isn't it astonishing how something as simple as fairy lights can bring an ethereal quality to a space? The interplay between natural twilight and artificial luminance creates moments that linger long in memories. Do you have a space that showcases a dance between light and shadow? Connect with me at images@commercialphotographyutah.com, and let's encapsulate that magic together.
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																					[image: This panoramic image of the downtown area at dawn is not just a stunning visual capture; it also marks a significant advancement in our photography capabilities at R/E Media. Taken as a test of our newly acquired drone, this image showcases the enhanced quality we now offer in aerial photography. The drone's highly sensitive sensor allows for far superior image capture, particularly in the intricate lighting conditions of dawn. The result is a breathtaking view of the city as it awakens, with every detail crisply and beautifully rendered. This technological upgrade underscores our commitment to providing the highest quality and most innovative photographic services, ensuring that every aerial shot we take is not just a picture, but a masterpiece of detail and perspective.  Photo by and copyright @R/E Media. 📸 Please only repost with written permission. Thank you.  #DowntownAtDawn #DronePhotography #AdvancedImaging #REPhotoUtah #UtahMLS #ArchitecturePhotography #CommercialPhotography #UtahRealEstate #PanoramicViews #ArtisticPropertyShowcase #InnovativePhotography #SensitiveSensors #ReliableRealEstateMedia #Cityscapes #UtahRealtors #MorningLight #REMedia #QualityAerials #EnhancedPhotography #CapturingTheCity #PhotographicExcellence]
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												This panoramic image of the downtown area at dawn is not just a stunning visual capture; it also marks a significant advancement in our photography capabilities at R/E Media. Taken as a test of our newly acquired drone, this image showcases the enhanced quality we now offer in aerial photography. The drone's highly sensitive sensor allows for far superior image capture, particularly in the intricate lighting conditions of dawn. The result is a breathtaking view of the city as it awakens, with every detail crisply and beautifully rendered. This technological upgrade underscores our commitment to providing the highest quality and most innovative photographic services, ensuring that every aerial shot we take is not just a picture, but a masterpiece of detail and perspective.

Photo by and copyright @R/E Media. 📸 Please only repost with written permission. Thank you.
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																					[image: Who can resist the allure of Paris, even amidst the time change? Here's a fantastic shot from Paris Charles De Gaulle airport, where the excitement of this great city awaits! ✨ Embrace the artistry of photography that captures the essence of travel, adventure, and the cultural charm that Paris holds. Step into a world of seamless connections and global experiences, where every journey is an opportunity to create lasting memories. Let's continue our love affair with Paris and share its magic through our images. 🌟   Hi, I'm Dave! A photographer who cherishes every moment in the beautiful city of Paris. Together, let's embark on a photographic journey that celebrates the spirit of travel and the timeless allure of this captivating city. Reach out at images@commercialphotographyutah.com, and let's continue capturing unforgettable memories!  Photo by and copyright @R\E Media. 📸 Please only repost with written permission. Thank you. ... #ParisAirport #TravelAdventure #CulturalCharm #GlobalExperiences #SeamlessConnections #MemorableJourneys #CapturingMoments #LoveForParis #UtahStyle #REMediaPhotos #CommercialPhotography #BusinessPhotographer #BuildingPhotography #ProductPhotography #LifestyleImages #BrandPhotography #ProfessionalPhotographe]
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												Who can resist the allure of Paris, even amidst the time change? Here's a fantastic shot from Paris Charles De Gaulle airport, where the excitement of this great city awaits! ✨ Embrace the artistry of photography that captures the essence of travel, adventure, and the cultural charm that Paris holds. Step into a world of seamless connections and global experiences, where every journey is an opportunity to create lasting memories. Let's continue our love affair with Paris and share its magic through our images. 🌟 

Hi, I'm Dave! A photographer who cherishes every moment in the beautiful city of Paris. Together, let's embark on a photographic journey that celebrates the spirit of travel and the timeless allure of this captivating city. Reach out at images@commercialphotographyutah.com, and let's continue capturing unforgettable memories!

Photo by and copyright @R\E Media. 📸 Please only repost with written permission. Thank you.
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																					[image: Outdoor living is indeed a quintessential part of Utah life, and this image perfectly encapsulates that lifestyle. Here, we see a backyard patio that seamlessly blends comfort and functionality. It includes a dining area ideal for al fresco meals, a quality BBQ set for those perfect grilling sessions, and a hot tub inviting relaxation under the stars. At R/E Media, our photography aims to highlight these spaces where life’s simple pleasures come together. This picture isn’t just about showcasing property features; it’s about inviting viewers to imagine the joy and tranquility of outdoor living in Utah. Dive into this scene, where every element is thoughtfully arranged for enjoyment and leisure.  Photo by and copyright @R/E Media. 📸 Please only repost with written permission. Thank you.  #OutdoorLivingUtah #BackyardPatio #AlFrescoDining #QualityBBQ #HotTubFun #REPhotoUtah #UtahMLS #ArchitecturePhotography #CommercialPhotography #UtahRealEstate #PatioLifestyle #ArtisticPropertyShowcase #InnovativePhotography #RelaxingOutdoors #ReliableRealEstateMedia #EnjoyTheOutdoors #UtahRealtors #BackyardBliss #REMedia #JumpInRelaxation #UtahBackyards]
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												Outdoor living is indeed a quintessential part of Utah life, and this image perfectly encapsulates that lifestyle. Here, we see a backyard patio that seamlessly blends comfort and functionality. It includes a dining area ideal for al fresco meals, a quality BBQ set for those perfect grilling sessions, and a hot tub inviting relaxation under the stars. At R/E Media, our photography aims to highlight these spaces where life’s simple pleasures come together. This picture isn’t just about showcasing property features; it’s about inviting viewers to imagine the joy and tranquility of outdoor living in Utah. Dive into this scene, where every element is thoughtfully arranged for enjoyment and leisure.

Photo by and copyright @R/E Media. 📸 Please only repost with written permission. Thank you.
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																					[image: Celebrating the grandeur of the convention center at our downtown hotel! 🏨🌆 This image captures the sprawling public areas of our large convention center, where elegance and functionality converge. With its impressive architecture and spacious design, the center becomes a hub for gatherings and events of all scales. Step into a world of seamless organization and unforgettable experiences. 🌟  Hi, I'm Dave! A photographer who delights in showcasing the magnificence of convention centers that host incredible events. Together, let's celebrate the grandeur of our downtown hotel's convention center, where every detail ensures unforgettable moments for all who step inside. Reach out at images@commercialphotographyutah.com, and let's capture the essence of your exceptional event spaces!  Photo by and copyright @R\E Media. 📸 Please only repost with written permission. Thank you. ... #ConventionCenter #DowntownHotel #PublicAreas #ElegantArchitecture #SpaciousDesign #EventHub #GatheringSpace #SeamlessOrganization #UnforgettableExperiences #UtahStyle #REMediaPhotos #HotelPhotography #HospitalityPhotographer #LuxuryHotel #ResortPhotography #HotelInteriors #TravelPhotographer #HospitalityDesign]
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												Celebrating the grandeur of the convention center at our downtown hotel! 🏨🌆 This image captures the sprawling public areas of our large convention center, where elegance and functionality converge. With its impressive architecture and spacious design, the center becomes a hub for gatherings and events of all scales. Step into a world of seamless organization and unforgettable experiences. 🌟 
Hi, I'm Dave! A photographer who delights in showcasing the magnificence of convention centers that host incredible events. Together, let's celebrate the grandeur of our downtown hotel's convention center, where every detail ensures unforgettable moments for all who step inside. Reach out at images@commercialphotographyutah.com, and let's capture the essence of your exceptional event spaces!

Photo by and copyright @R\E Media. 📸 Please only repost with written permission. Thank you.
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																					[image: This Mediterranean home in Holladay breaks away from the typical architectural style found in Salt Lake City. Captured beautifully in this image, its distinct features, such as the clay roof tiles and the deep blue pool, make it a standout property. At R/E Media, we take pride in showcasing such unique homes, highlighting their individuality and appeal. The Mediterranean style exudes a sense of warmth and exotic charm, and the inclusion of a vibrant pool adds to the allure, creating an oasis-like feel. Our photography aims to capture not just the physical beauty of these homes but also the lifestyle they represent – one of elegance, relaxation, and distinctiveness in a sea of uniformity.  Photo by and copyright @R/E Media. 📸 Please only repost with written permission. Thank you.  #MediterraneanHome #HolladayUtah #ClayRoofTiles #DeepBluePool #REPhotoUtah #UtahMLS #ArchitecturePhotography #CommercialPhotography #UtahRealEstate #StandoutProperty #ArtisticPropertyShowcase #InnovativePhotography #ExoticCharm #ReliableRealEstateMedia #UniqueHomes #UtahRealtors #WarmthAndElegance #REMedia #OasisLikeLiving #DistinctiveDesigns]
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												This Mediterranean home in Holladay breaks away from the typical architectural style found in Salt Lake City. Captured beautifully in this image, its distinct features, such as the clay roof tiles and the deep blue pool, make it a standout property. At R/E Media, we take pride in showcasing such unique homes, highlighting their individuality and appeal. The Mediterranean style exudes a sense of warmth and exotic charm, and the inclusion of a vibrant pool adds to the allure, creating an oasis-like feel. Our photography aims to capture not just the physical beauty of these homes but also the lifestyle they represent – one of elegance, relaxation, and distinctiveness in a sea of uniformity.

Photo by and copyright @R/E Media. 📸 Please only repost with written permission. Thank you.
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																					[image: This aerial shot of the Delta Center in downtown Salt Lake City, captured during an in-depth shoot, showcases a local icon from an extraordinary perspective. As the home of the Utah Jazz, the Delta Center holds a special place in the hearts of many, and having the opportunity to photograph it was an honor. This image is a testament to the capabilities and expertise of R/E Media. Our ability to capture such significant structures from unique angles highlights not just our technical skills but also our passion for immortalizing local landmarks. The aerial view adds a dynamic dimension to the image, offering a comprehensive look at this renowned arena and its surroundings, a tribute to its significance in the community and the world of sports.  Photo by and copyright @R/E Media. 📸 Please only repost with written permission. Thank you.  #DeltaCenterAerial #DowntownSaltLake #UtahJazzHome #IconicShoot #REPhotoUtah #UtahMLS #ArchitecturePhotography #CommercialPhotography #UtahRealEstate #LocalIconPhotography #ArtisticPropertyShowcase #InnovativePhotography #SportsArena #ReliableRealEstateMedia #AerialPhotographyExcellence #UtahRealtors #LandmarkPhotography #REMedia #CapturingTheEssence #CommunityLandmarks]
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												This aerial shot of the Delta Center in downtown Salt Lake City, captured during an in-depth shoot, showcases a local icon from an extraordinary perspective. As the home of the Utah Jazz, the Delta Center holds a special place in the hearts of many, and having the opportunity to photograph it was an honor. This image is a testament to the capabilities and expertise of R/E Media. Our ability to capture such significant structures from unique angles highlights not just our technical skills but also our passion for immortalizing local landmarks. The aerial view adds a dynamic dimension to the image, offering a comprehensive look at this renowned arena and its surroundings, a tribute to its significance in the community and the world of sports.

Photo by and copyright @R/E Media. 📸 Please only repost with written permission. Thank you.
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																					[image: Today I’m doing my thing at the Monaco. Second time here and they are just great to work with.]
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